
Iʼm a JS lover from Mexico City with 6+ years of experience specializing in front-end technologies. I build web apps with a focus on
smooth UX that users can enjoy. I put special care in writing clean and elegant code.
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Built a desktop and mobile responsive web app.

Created a library of reusable components using React / Redux and Material UI.

Reduced appʼs loading time by virtualizing render of large data sets.

Boosted appʼs performance by inspecting codeʼs impact on Reactʼs lifecycle.

Set and evaluate periodic goals alongside with stakeholders.

Improved user experience by redesigning widgets to be interactive and facilitate the user to

manipulate data and rearrange layouts.

Reduced appʼs initial loading time by better bootstrapping Angular and better managing DOM

manipulation.

Followed Scrum methodology.

Built brandʼs custom CMS to organize content creation.

Created blogʼs editing tools using Javascript and ES6.

Implemented a reverse-proxy using Node/Express to fetch assets from specific brand server.

Organized under Kanban methodology.

Launched a desktop app that syncs and versions existing local files to the cloud.

Developed appʼs interface using React/Redux components wrapped in Electron lib.

Built a Node server to handle communication between the app and an AWS bucket instance.

Implemented a REST API with Express to interchange files between AWS and local filesystem.

Developed a control panel to administrate personnel and daily tasks using AngularJS, ES6 and SASS.

Created widgets with a focus on reusability to share components among projects.

Automated tasks to build environment and scaffold components using Webpack and Gulp scripts.

Followed Scrum methodology.

Designed and created an API for processing payments in an e-commerce application using .NET.

Maintenance of existing RESTful web services created with .Net MVC4.

WORK EXPER IENCE

GR IO MEX ICO

React Developer Jul 2019 - Today

GLOBANT  MEX ICO

Angular Developer Sourceability | Oct 2018 - Jul 2019

Javascript / Node Developer Zaplabs | Sept 2017 - Oct 2018

React / Node developer DWA Nova | Sept 2016 - Aug 2017

AngularJS Developer United Airlines | Nov 2015 - Sept 2016

INDIGO SMART  SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT

.NET Developer Aug 2015 - Nov 2015

Technical

JS (ES2020)

React / Redux

NextJS

Node

Express

Sails

SASS

MongoDB

PL/SQL

GraphQL

REST

Jest, Mocha, Chai, Enzyme

npm, git, Webpack

Scrum, Kanban

Diplomate Course

Embedded Linux

University of Mexico

(UNAM)

B.S. in Electrical &

Electronics Engineering

University of Mexico

(UNAM)
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EDUCAT ION
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